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European Labor Party Gains Victory Against Bundespost
The European Labor Party in West Germany won

Under Hesselbach's direction, the Bundespost

a major victory this week when the Federal Postal

had been threatening to cut the ELP's business
phone and the private phone lines of three ELP

Ministry intervened to overturn heavy financial
demands placed on the organization by the
Bundespost as a condition for maintaining the
ELP's telephone service and other communications
equipment. The Bundespost is controlled by Walter
Hesselbach, a leading figure in German Israeli- and
Rothschild-linked Zionist circles.
At the same time, however, the National Caucus
of Labor Committees, the cadre organization which
founded the ELP's U.S. co-thinker organization the
U.S. Labor

Party,

is

faced

with

a

summary

judgment for $90,000 awarded Sept. 6 to the Bank of
Nova Scotia in a lawsuit against the NCLC. A New
York State Supreme Court judge ruled favorably on
the bank's claim that a $90,000 credit to the NCLC
was merely a bank transfer error. The Bank of
Nova Scotia is controlled by Eagle Star Insurance
Company, which also controls the financial inter
ests of whiskey magnate and Zionist leader Edgar
Bronfman. Like most British insurance companies,
Eagle Star is a cover for British intelligence opera
tions.

the

Heritage

Foundation

designed

to

members unless some $16,000
mostly in deposits
- was paid on the party's account by Sept. 3.
-

After a call by ELP officials to the Postal
Ministry to complain of the Bundespost demands,
during which the ELP warned that the party was
planning to hold rallies throughout West Germany,
Europe and in the the United States against the
financial threat, the Bundespost contacted the ELP
headquarters in Wiesbaden and asked that the
demonstrations be cancelled. Postal Ministry
officials explained that the Ministry had intervened
to reverse the Bundespost demands, and said that
all phone service to individual ELP members would
be restored, and that the party would be given a 14month period to consolidate its debt.
The Postal Ministry's move came as a result of
well-placed international pressure and, within West
Germany, the exposure of the Bundespost as an
intelligence and terror conduit for networks opera
ting as part of the Hesselbach apparat.

convince

from the U.S. Labor Party's Executive Protection

corporate and security officers of major U.S. banks

variously East European and Soviet intelligence.

section began to pick up evidence of surveillance. This
deployment and the later attempted "hit" were
gridded back to agencies linked to Zionist Lobby agent
Max Fisher. agencies which exercise control over

This slander and the one in circulation now are like
those circulated since at least 1975 by Georgia

various gutter-level terrorist gangs like Detroit's
Communist Labor Party. Fisher himself is an

and corporations that the Labor Party was a terrorist
organization engaged in industrial espionage for

Representative Larry McDonald. In December 1975
McDonald inserted into the Congressional Record a
slander authored by his aides Herbert Rommerstein,
an ADL intelligence stringer, and John H. Rees, a
British Intelligence agent, that the Labor Party is an
East German intelligence and terrorist organization.
In July 1977, McDonald contributed the slander that

important link into the British-based Order of St. John
of Jerusalem - the masterminds of the "hit" attempt.
Fisher is a member of the Jerusalem Foundation, the
"Hofjuden" division of that Order.
On July 16, two vehicles. both driven by black men
in their early twenties, attempted to block the exit and
entrance to Detroit's Veterans' Memorial Hall, where

the USLP is a terrorist, paramilitary, and totalitarian
organization to the John Birch Society's Review of the

LaRouche was scheduled for a public appearance. A

News. McDonald has been instrumental in isolating

cars to be removed.
This attempt to entrap is the characteristic modus
operandi of terrorist hits like the kidnappings of West

conservatives and conservative organizations from
collaboration with the Labor Party.
The intended effect of the Heritage Foundation
slander was to similarly isolate LaRouche from
potential collaborators in the effort to bring the U.S.
economy into the then-emerging new world monetary

slight delay in LaRouche's arrival allowed for the two

German industrialist Hanns-Martin
former Italian Premier Aldo Moro.

Schleyer

and

. .. AndNow

The current international deployment against tl\e

system. The free enterprise Heritage Foundation is
directly linked to the British Round Table and

Labor Party is being run in the United States by the

Rothschild networks.

shock troops of the B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation

Prior to LaRouche's arrival in Detroit, personnel
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